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To rethink such claims, I draw attention to the manner in which A Man of the People (1966) foregrounds a taxonomy of women contesting multiple forms of subordination. Achebe's novel engages with women's subordination in reverse: it demonstrates a preoccupation with leadership cultures that sprang up in response to colonization and continued into the postcolonial nation-state, but, in the process, undervalued women's experiences in the process of decolonization. A Man of the People dramatizes the material conditions of such reduced opportunities. Through its spectrum of plainspoken, self-possessed women, the novel rehearses divisions within the empirical category of women as well as women's comprehension of their multifaceted subordinations and the manners in which aspiring hegemonic male figures obstruct women's political participation. The foregrounded homosocial contest between Odili Samalu, the narrator protagonist, and Chief M. A. Nanga, his political antagonist, displaces central preoccupations of the novel: an elaboration of the aesthetic cultures through which women are misapprehended and how their participation in national politics is diminished. The task of the reader is to focalize women's actions and interjections.
In response to gendered omissions and obstructions, Achebe's female characters marshal a range of counter-measures that interrupt male attempts at hegemonic control. Gayatri Spivak, notably, describes the subversions of subject positions and ideological formations as patterns of critical interruptions. Writing specifically of the historian and the literary critic performing critiques of gender representations, she argues that both must "critically 'interrupt' each other" and "bring each other to crisis, in order to serve their constituencies; especially when each seems to claim all for its own" (Spivak 1988, 241) . Interruption as a critical and ethical task recurs in Achebe's novel in both figurative and quite literal terms; in fact, understanding the novel's unending series of interruptions is essential to grasping Achebe's representation of women. Whereas women may not be able to usurp control of the nation-state, they critically interrupt the discursive constructions of woman and the male-driven false sense of national and global affairs.
Achebe's use of interruption closely aligns his novel with Flora Nwapa's Efuru, itself a novel that critics read as a canonical African feminist text.
2 Stylistic affinities between Efuru and A Man of the People reveal why the latter belongs within the feminist genealogies Susan Andrade establishes among Flora Nwapa, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and Tsitsi Dangarembga (2011) . Like Achebe's fourth novel, Adichie's Purple Hibiscus and Dangarembga's Nervous Conditions explore the effects of male leadership cultures on women. Indeed, Achebe makes a veiled reference to "nervous conditions," Dangarembga's titular expression from Frantz Fanon's Wretched of than are the latter to women within the customary marriage system. All these characters illuminate women's contradictory global and national positions in the mid-century.
The novel's emphasis on women's political subordination and aesthetic misrepresentation emerges early at a politicized event. When Chief Nanga summons the metaphor of the national family and the vocabulary of citizenship to impose coherence on the clearly heterogeneous national community, it is evident that the polity is riven with multiple fault lines, each providing a particular optic of analysis (Achebe 1967, 13) . The polity is especially fractured by sexual and gender politics predicated upon exogenous and endogenous patriarchal cultures that foster male children and, later, elevate selected men to hegemonic status. Chief Nanga crystallizes this gender discrimination when he introduces all members of his large entourage to the audience, but omits his intended second wife, Edna (16). However, he re-introduces his former pupil, Odili, to villagers and schoolteachers with whom the latter is already acquainted. The juxtaposition of a woman's omission and a man's public introduction underscores the latent examination of gendered discriminations in the novel. For Odili, the narrator, the moment of public recognition creates a sensation of de-realization, experienced almost as a heroic transfiguration, such that when he re-collects himself, he begins to apprehend and focalize the world through the warped lens of the anointed heir to Chief Nanga's heroic persona.
As Marianne Moore writes, "omissions are not accidents" (1981, vii) . The functionality of women's systematic omission operates in Achebe's novel; the interplay between omission and introduction (absence and presence) serves as a crucial structuring device. The omission-that is, removal from the political scene-of Edna and the introduction of Odili into political life as a hero reverberate throughout the novel on several levels. Persistent interchanges of omission/inclusion index the differential insertions/removals of men and women into or from public life; such interchanges replay themselves as opposing distributions of opportunities for men and women. Chief Nanga's differential sponsorships of Edna and Odili vividly exemplify such deviating opportunities.
While Chief Nanga sponsors Edna for just enough education to prepare her for life as his parlor wife, he adopts Odili as a protégé fit for higher education. Edna is destined to become a second wife married according to native law and custom. In this case, women's subordination also means that they are relegated to the jurisdiction of the customary that the new state seeks to leave behind. Edna's public omission and removal to the repertoire of the customary inaugurates Achebe's use of the omitted person plot. In such plots, a person is omitted from inclusion in certain privileges to insure an order of succession or to assure the operations of an order of discourse, but the contestation of the omission generates plot fault lines that eventually disclose the violence of the initial omission. In Achebe's variation, omission and inclusion shadow the gendered order of discourse. The ensuing contestations reveal the violence in representations of women in the gender operations of political discourse.
Whereas Chief Nanga omits women from public discourse, Odili, as a writer and narrator, rehearses the codes through which women are pressed into specific pre-formulated aesthetic schemes. He exemplifies the practice when he describes one woman, Edna, as a "convent girl" and another, a female politician, as a loose woman: "Mrs. Eleanor John [was] an influential party woman from the coast who had come in the Minister's party. She was heavily painted and perfumed and although no longer young seemed more than able to hold her own if it came to that." In keeping with his binary scheme of omission/inclusion, he describes a simmering antagonism between the two women. When Odili classifies one woman as a prostitute and the other as a convent girl, his clichés identify the pre-made typologies for women (Achebe 1967, 14) . At the same time, his observation that the two women do not acknowledge or speak to each other underlines the impossibility of any pre-given trans-historical solidarity between all women.
Taken together, Chief Nanga's synechdochic omission and Odili's narration begin dialectical constructions of women across multiple terrains of subordination and contestation. Whereas Chief Nanga acknowledges women's agency, but uses his sex appeal, access to money, and political influence to exploit them, Odili denies women's agency, speaks for them, and constructs them as objects of rescue. As a writer and a politician, the men complement each other in documenting women's material disenfranchisement and symbolic misrepresentation. Yet this scene of introduction and omission does more than problematize the political and aesthetic representation of woman; it also records the multiplicity of women's subject positions. The interplay of omission and inclusion compels a reading that acknowledges how factors such as race, class, and nationality-to name a few-conjugate women's experiences of subordination. Achebe's novel repeats the conditions under which women are omitted from or allowed into political and aesthetic representation.
In what remains of this article, I explore Achebe's novelistic rehearsal of obstructions to women's entry into political life as an investigation of obstructed mid-century feminisms. The novel explores interdependences among the production of hegemonic heroic figures, symbolic representations of Woman, and the systemic material subordination of women within national politics and beyond. Above all, Achebe imagines female subjects who resist multiple forms of disenfranchisement as well as their omission from political dialogue. Their contestations include struggles against the legacies of colonialism, trans-generational manifestations of patriarchy, the public repressions of women's erotic life, and, notably, the struggle for education and professional opportunities. These contestations do not cohere into a totality. Instead, in contradicting and interrupting one another, they elucidate the systemic subordinations of women. These interruptions which, to paraphrase Spivak, bring the system into crisis, are of two kinds: (1) verbal interruptions that are intelligible strictly within the contexts of dialogues in which they occur; and, (2) verbal interruptions that fulfill symbolic functions as they stand for dialogic exchanges between ideological positions. As the conversations within the novel mimic the dynamics of participatory politics, actual participation in dialogue and contestations thereof indicate a character's place within the novel's social hierarchy. The frequency and length of a character's participation in dialogue or the forms and frequency of actual verbal interruptions that characters make or experience signal their ongoing negotiation of political participation.
The ensuing close reading begins by discussing the contradictory representations of women and men in mid-twentieth-century political culture. Next, through an examination of the protagonist's sexual liaisons, I suggest that the novel be read as an unreliable narration based upon a traumatic encounter with female superiority. This traumatic encounter and its repression propel the disruptive narrative strategies with which the narrator attempts to reconstruct his sense of self. The aesthetic functions of these disruptions become legible if readers differentiate between the disclosures of the male first person author-narrator and the conversational disclosures of women. Following a discussion of these narrative strategies, I
analyze the disclosures of three characters: Edna, Mrs. Nanga, and Eunice. The essay ends with an analysis of Eunice because her interruption and her silence, following the failure of her political interventions, demonstrate most clearly the displacement and erasure of political women.
MID-CENTURY GENDER TROUBLE: MODERN GIRLS VERSUS HEROIC CULTURES
A Man of the People responds to the heterogeneity of women and their experiences in the mid-twentieth century. As Cheryl Johnson-Odim and Nina Mba explain, the economic disempowerment of women lies not simply in a distribution of resources but also in "their generation and control" and "the position of the societies in which Third World women may find themselves" (1997, 320) . Consequently, thinking through women's subordination cannot simply rest upon identifying gender discrimination, but must also understand gender within the construction of multiple subjects through discourses that facilitate exclusions. In the novel, a woman's condition depends on her citizenship, education, and social status. This kaleidoscopic novel straddles multiple scales of gendered exclusions from the rural to the urban, and from the national to the international. Achebe situates the novel at the intersection of multiple articulations of women's disenfranchisement in the global mid-century between 1948 and 1964. The period is marked by decolonization, the onset of the Cold War, the Civil Rights Movement and the emergence of a woman's movement. However, the relationship to the global mid-century charted within the novel might be better elucidated if it is read within the mid-century Nigerian cultures of heroic masculinity and the representation of women in national politics. Two historical figures typify women's roles in Nigeria's political machinery: first, Esther Johnson's imprisonment and pardon document the usurpation of women's sexuality within a context of anti-colonial nationalism; and, second, Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti's life emblematizes the problematic positioning of women as agents in anti-colonial nationalism.
In 1953, Adaocha Ntu, also known as Esther Johnson, stood trial for the murder of her British lover, Mark Hall. Johnson's trial was widely reported in newspapers and the popular literature of the time as a "tragic romance" (Lindsay 2005, 118) . Although Johnson was initially sentenced to death, the colonial government commuted her sentence to life imprisonment following extensive media reports and protests by anti-colonial nationalists. On the occasion of Nigeria's first independence anniversary in 1961, Johnson was granted a presidential pardon. At stake in the Johnson episode was nothing less than the conversion of a woman's sexuality to the service of anti-colonial nationalism. Johnson had maintained a romantic liaison with Hall, who worked for the colonial railways service. According to published accounts, when Hall returned to England for a visit, Johnson had given him money to purchase a car that she was to use as a cab. Hall did not buy the car, but, instead, he married a Caucasian wife while in England. Johnson does not simply retaliate a spurned love: she ostensibly avenged economic exploitation as well as a possible racial rejection.
In the ensuing account fueled by populist sensationalism and anti-colonial sentiment, the public adopts Johnson as a heroinenot hero-when her sexuality is put to the service of anti-colonial nationalism. Part of the larger argument in this paper is precisely that Achebe's novel refracts the emerging twentieth-century discourses of women's movements, women's liberation and the New Woman through the prism of anti-colonial nationalism and its afterlives. To support this argument, I read the Esther Johnson episode as a highly illustrative moment in which nationalist activism overtakes one well-known icon of women's self-fashioning: the Modern Girl phenomenon. As Lisa Lindsay writes, the Nigerian press used the term glamour girls for young women fashioning themselves as versions of the Modern Girl (2005, . As a global cultural phenomenon that appeared in the early twentieth century, the Modern Girl embodied a female self-fashioning that flouted conventional rules and regulatory gender codes. 3 Modern Girls could not be pegged to one single emancipatory scheme but embraced a variety of strategies for sexual, political and economic freedom. They were not necessarily feminist and embraced commercial culture as instruments of self-fashioning. The phenomenon differed in its temporal spread globally and in its local manifestations.
As an "event" that allowed women to express individual autonomy, the Modern Girl phenomenon resisted the kind of nationalist and patriarchal recasting that ensued around Esther Johnson. Yet, caught in the maelstrom of nationalist politics, Johnson was constructed as the female subject of nationalist politics because her sexual liaison with Hall stood at the intersection of racial and colonial domination. The fundamental contradiction between Johnson's individual self-fashioning and her nationalist representation can be explained within the global circulation of the Modern Girl. In the context of the global Modern Girl phenomenon, Johnson refracts contradictory representations of a woman's sexuality. In Lindsay's analysis, nationalists and the popular press embraced different interpretations of the episode. Whereas the former effaced Johnson's sexuality to make her a nationalist icon, the popular press simply saw her case as one of tragic romance. Nationalist celebrations of Esther Johnson served the purpose of anti-colonial agitation.
A second model of Nigerian mid-century struggle for political self-representation further illuminates the horizons within which Achebe wrote A Man of the People. The figure of Eunice, the political activist involved in international socialism, simulates that of Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti (FRK) who in 1960 founded the Commoners People's Party. During the decolonization process of the mid-century, FRK was one of the few women involved in nationalist politics. 4 Although widely known for her interventions in anti-colonial politics and the struggle for women's rights, she encountered gender bias within nationalist political culture (Johnson-Odim & Mba 1997, 117 ). FRK's activities were anti-colonial and anti-patriarchal. For critics such as Johnson-Odim, Ransom-Kuti embodied a version of women whose complex internationalisms and trans-national solidarities resist easy categorization as feminist or nationalist. Ransom-Kuti's international activities situated women within a broader scope of global mid-century agitations. Such a figure could not be adopted for populist, nationalist contestations. In other words, whereas politically active women could not be adopted as nationalist figures, hyper-sexualized women, such as Esther Johnson, could be adopted for anti-colonial nationalism because male-dominated nationalist anti-colonial forces literally come to their rescue. The robust nationalist defense of Esther Johnson could unfold during the same period when women, who remained within the orbit of intra-African gender systems, struggled for full participation within political leadership cultures.
The mid-century context of the Modern Girl phenomenon also witnessed the converse rise of African heroic political fathers. Whereas the representation of women circumscribed their sexuality and curtailed their entry into the political sphere, the casting of men into heroic cultures of representation accomplished the opposite: it facilitated access to political and economic power. Iconic images of heroic leaders cemented nationalist cultures of male heroic agency. Political heroes that emerged during anti-colonial struggles incarnated the aspirations of the movement or new nation in their persons. As affective surfaces for anti-colonial movements and new nation-states, heroes facilitated the integration of multiple constituents into the new polity. Immanuel Wallerstein argues that new African states especially needed new institutions through which to build popular allegiances to the new governments. National heroes and parties became principal "integrating institutions" through which new governments sought to purchase the allegiance of the population (Wallerstein 1961, 94) . The role of the hero, Wallerstein writes, was to facilitate an attachment to the state and "bridge the gap to a modern state" (99). Heroes in African post-independence political cultures were, above all, devices to navigate the transitions from anti-colonial nationalism to an adherence to the new nation state.
Ato Quayson frames the culture of heroism as a conjunctural concept that derives its complexity from the sheer variety of fields through which its attributes are appropriated and recombined to express "political interests, imaginations, and aspirations" (2003, 36) . The culture of political heroism discriminates against women in political circuits. Whereas male heroes move easily across boundaries between the public and the private, the movement of female heroic figures is often registered as dangerous or anomalous. The anomalous status ascribed to "heroic female agency" is articulated through the control of female sexuality and female reproductive capacities. This anxiety around female heroic agency characterizes even literary texts that celebrate the redefinition of women's socially defined roles (32-42). Such narratives are troubled by an inability to imagine a public leadership or heroic role for women because, unlike men, women are located within extra hierarchies that work to disempower them.
The subject of Achebe's novel is not the culture of heroism in political life but its effects on women's participation in political culture. Those heroic cultures support the actions of Chief Nanga, the eponymous man of the people, and Odili Samalu, the narrator. The novel unfolds as a narrative of development in which the first-person narrator recounts his life from his youth, his education, his job as a teacher, his adventure in politics with a socialist party, and his marriage, which ends the novel. Born to a mother who dies in childbirth and a father who neglects his children, Odili is a virtual orphan who must fend for himself. As a precocious child in school, he wins scholarships to secondary school and university, but, unable to find a coveted position in the city or the civil service, he ends up a schoolteacher in the bush. Odili's fortunes change dramatically when the school headmaster arranges for Chief Nanga to visit the school for a fundraising effort. During this visit, Chief Nanga recognizes Odili as a former pupil and proffers sponsorship in the form of a scholarship for overseas study. This promise of formal education is, however, conjoined to the informal education into the rites of male privilege that sediment the patriarchal political structure.
The offer of patriarchal sponsorship is predicated upon a seduction of young men into a complicit participation in the exploitation of women. In this sense, the patriarchal sponsorship plot rests upon the traffic in women in which men consolidate power by exchanging women and exploiting their economic productivity and biological reproduction. By first pairing Chief Nanga and Odili, and later pitching them against each other, Achebe uses their mutual affiliations and enmities to illuminate the workings of hegemonic masculinity and its self-consolidating processes of complicity and sponsorship. Between them, Chief Nanga and Odili illustrate how women are shut out of leadership cultures. Whereas Chief Nanga's exploits dramatize the political disenfranchisement of women on the national stage, Odili illustrates the aesthetic misrepresentation of women.
THE INSTRUCTIONAL POLITICS OF THE SWERVE
Odili's distortions and unreliable narration provokes kaleidoscopic fragmentation of the novel. When readers encounter women's dissimilar utterances in sequence, the utterances reveal knowledge of women's subordination that circulates within the conversational disclosures but never materializes as a disclosure in Odili's narration. This recurring displacement of women's narratives functions as a cardinal omission in Odili's account:
I had nothing against professional women-in fact I liked them in their way-but if emancipation meant people like that other lady lawyer who came to sleep with illiterate Chief Nanga for twenty-five pounds a time (as he confided in me the next morning), then they could keep it. (Achebe 1967, 128-29) Odili's dislike of autonomous women expresses itself stylistically in his serial use of apophasis, the assertion of a subject through its negation. Throughout the novel, Odili negates women's actions, but such negations invariably inscribe them into the narrative by affirming their presence. Women's liberation needs to be read as part of the circulating ideologies in the novel. It appears, however, not as one discreet ideology but as a set of fragmented discourses that respond to the diversity of women's subordinations and are distributed and embodied in different women's various acts in the novel. Taken together, these fragmentary discourses outline claims to erotic agency, the right to education and a professional life, as well as the right to health care for women's needs. Odili functions as the unsympathetic witness who facilitates readers' encounters with women's declarations but expunges them from his account.
Among these female characters, Odili omits Elsie and Eunice. Whereas Elsie is active in the sexual scene, Eunice is active in politics. Both women are indispensable to the plot. At once assertive and self-effacing, Elsie represents a sexually liberated woman whose sexual freedom provokes Odili's traumatic epistemological crisis. Odili's realization of women's sexual freedom provokes a turn to narrative censorship because he is profoundly unable to reconcile himself to its implication. Thus, like Chief Nanga, he resorts to the practice of omission:
Well, Elsie! Where does one begin to write about her? The difficulty in writing this kind of story is that the writer is armed with all kinds of hindsight which he didn't have when the original events were happening. When he introduces a character like Elsie for instance, he already has at the back of his mind a total picture of her; her entrance, her act and her exit. And this tends to colour even the first words he writes. I can only hope that being aware of this danger I have successfully kept it at bay. As far as is humanly possible I shall try not to jump ahead of my story. (Achebe 1967, 23-24) In his landmark study of Achebe's fiction, Simon Gikandi suggests this passage foregrounds the narrator's problem of narration. Odili, as Gikandi writes, attempts to capture unfolding events that he does not fully understand. Consequently, Odili hopes that the distance of time and retrospective narration will confer a unity upon his fragmentary experiences: "As a narrator, Odili can only content himself with the belief that by acknowledging, and even reproducing, the fragmentary and occulted nature of experience, he has avoided disguise and duplicity" (Gikandi 1991, 110) . Because he emphasizes Odili's belated comprehension of historical events that illustrate the state of the nation, Gikandi reads Odili's introduction of Elsie as one such instance in which the narrator only belatedly recognizes the significance of the event. This reading obscures the gender dynamics of the novel. Rather than avoid "disguise and duplicity," Odili's emphatic conjunction of Elsie with the problem of narration underscores Odili's acute cognizance of his duplicity and disguise. Odili's inability to admit his sexual humiliation forces him to distort Elsie's role in the novel. An investigation of Elsie's actions exposes women's occlusion as one of Odili's suspect conclusions.
Odili's deliberate censorship and willful lack of elaboration are expressly directed at women: If Achebe were solely concerned with the predicament of the nation, why present a misogynist as the unreliable narrator? Or why, for that matter, foreground sexual humiliation as the catalyst for Odili's swerve to an account of the nation? The sexual tryst encodes a fundamental narrative of women's equality that Odili effaces from the ensuing narrative. That is, this overly self-referential scene of erasure underscores, again, what I consider the novel's deep-seated preoccupation with women's displacements within accounts of the postcolonial nation. Odili's self-referential deferral alerts readers to Elsie's formative role: he announces an intention to stay with the course of the story but never returns to elaborate upon Elsie or his humiliation. Were the sexual tryst focalized through Elsie, it would become clear that she seduces Odili and Chief Nanga. Odili describes Elsie as his easiest sexual conquest. Yet, as Odili writes, if matters had been left to him, nothing would have happened that day, "But, no doubt without meaning to, Elsie took a hand in the matter" (Achebe 1967, 24) . The entire encounter could thus be inverted with Elsie remarking on the speed with which she seduces Odili. The ensuing infatuation with Elsie and Odili's sexual humiliation separates Odili from his sponsor and forcibly redirects Odili from his narrative of education and sponsorship. Instead of a postgraduate education in Britain, Odili will receive an education in women's insights into their political disenfranchisements. The severity of that education again redirects Odili into a career as a writer who disavows women's agency by writing about the nation.
Odili's encounter with Elsie constitutes a significant novelistic device: it functions as a swerve away from a seemingly pre-assigned plot of male-male sponsorship into an underworld of suppressed knowledge of women's superiority. Writing on the circulation of aesthetic forms, Susan Stanford Friedman argues that modernist women writers responded to the standardized marriage plot that consigns women to marriage and subjugation by introducing a plot swerve that carries female characters away from predetermined destinations and patterns of subjection (2007, (44) (45) (46) . In reconfiguring marriage plots, authors reform the binary constellations such as self/other and male/female that underpin and uphold superimposed cultural boundaries. The swerve away from such over-determined power/culture constellations facilitates epistemological journeys into the unknown and prompts encounters with alternative configurations of alterity. The redirection of Odili's education and courtship relies on an exchange that reroutes his journey from his imagined destination as Chief Nanga's protégé. That swap is underscored in a striking meta-fictional reference:
As Elsie and I walked to [Chief Nanga's Cadillac] I said humorously: "I hope Chief Nanga won't ask for a swop." Then it occurred to me that she might never have heard that word and so I explained, and we laughed.
"I thought you meant the cotton-wool we use in the theatre," she said, and we laughed again. (Achebe 1967, 58) It is pertinent to recall that Odili arranges a double date in which Elsie's friend would be coupled with Chief Nanga. However, the friend's mysterious sudden illness leaves Elsie with Odili and Chief Nanga. Whereas Odili attempts to educate Elsie when he explains the word to her, the double entendre in Elsie's reference to swab, which she mistakes for swop, intimates Odili's forthcoming evisceration. This exchange, in which the two trade swop and swab, captures Odili's misplaced notion of superiority to women. Elsie's decision to swap Odili for Chief Nanga initiates Odili's encounter with the traumatic knowledge of sexualized subordination.
As much as Odili suppresses the significance of the event, he registers the "dull, heavy terror of knowing that something terrible had happened without immediately remembering what it was" (Achebe 1967, 72 , emphasis added). For Odili the phrase "something happened" denotes not the advent of colonization as the organizing event of his historical horizon and the impetus for national narrative, but a singularly traumatic sexual humiliation that is presented as a classical scene of interpellation into traumatic knowledge. Earlier in the narrative, Odili recounts Elsie's peculiar habit of calling out the name of her last lover during sex (25). The implication of this habit becomes clear when she calls out Odili's name during sex with Chief Nanga. Hitherto, Elsie's habit seems odd. When her call hails Odili as a witness, however, it broadcasts the mere functionality of Elsie's sexual partners. Elsie dismisses both men. She is calling Odili to witness his dismissal while Chief Nanga learns he is a placeholder for Odili:
I rushed into the sitting-room and made to bound up the stairs when I heard as from a great distance Elsie deliriously screaming my name. [ . . . ] I find it difficult in retrospect to understand my inaction at that moment. A sort of paralysis had spread over my limbs, while an intense pressure was building up inside my chest. But before it reached raging point I felt it siphoned off, leaving me empty inside and out. (Achebe 1967, 72) The ensuing narrated quest to capture Chief Nanga's designated second wife veils other possible versions of "something happened." Most notably, Odili's sexual trauma redirects him from his stated intention to "write a novel about the coming of the first white men to [his] district" to a narrative of consolation (60). In foregrounding its own status as consolatory narrative precipitated by a disastrous encounter with a woman, the novel self-referentially signals its meta-commentary on the suppression of women's experiences in male-authored accounts.
CONTESTING OMISSION: INTERRUPTIONS AS DISCLOSURES
Women contest their omission through interruptions. In two interventions on dialogue in the novel, James Phelan suggests that characters' speech be awarded as much weight as the narrator's discourse in the novel. The use of character speech illuminates the overall configuration of a novel's information release. Character narration, Phelan writes, "is an art of indirection" in which an implied author uses characters to address different audiences (2010, 248) . Thus, Phelan suggests the usual distinction between two modes of information disclosure: authorial and conversational. Authorial disclosures describe information divulged by omniscient and first person narrators, while conversational disclosures present information disclosed by all characters during direct conversations. An author uses multiple characters and contexts to communicate with readers by creating patterns of mediated and unmediated transmissions of information. The difference between transmissions of information configures specific ethical, emotional and cognitive relations in the overall storytelling (248). This difference accounts for how an author undermines the information provided by an unreliable narrator.
Dialogue exchanges contest a narrator's authority by foregrounding competing social experiences and alternative ethical values.
Conversational disclosures thus contradict authorial disclosures and contest its epistemic claims and ethical positions. By introducing opacity, ambiguity, and plot irresolution into the narrative, these contestations solicit active reader engagements to interpret the compulsions behind such contestations. Phelan develops the ethical dimensions of such disclosure patterns in a second essay, "Controversial and Authorial Disclosure in the Dialogue Novel," where he argues that the dialogue novel compels readers to make decisions on patterns of configuration and reconfiguration in the novel (2012, 4). Readers become implicated in the ethical and cognitive dimensions of the plot depending on their awareness of the tensions between different modes of disclosure. We may extend Phelan's point by observing how discrepant disclosures cumulatively condition implied readers to read for a summative experience of the interplay between partial disclosures of information.
These elucidations of disclosure are indispensable for a novel that combines an unreliable narrator with features of the dialogue novel. Since the narrator furnishes misleading interpretations of events and conversations, readers need to address this unreliable narration by figuring its relationship to unfolding conversations. With regards to Odili, his narration either distorts women's testimonies or silences counter-narratives challenging his supposed masculine superiority. Odili's distortion, however, fulfills a function within the larger discourse system through which women are presented according to the demands of a patriarchal order. The novel foregrounds the overall importance of disclosure patterns through its dramatic use of omissions, interruptions, and introductions. Whereas women are often omitted or introduced only on terms favorable to men, men use interruptions to introduce themselves and their needs, or to introduce other men in order to fashion favorable public images for other men.
The relationship between interruption and introductions creates a fundamentally gendered order of discourse participation in the novel. Chief Nanga achieves public prominence and political patronage when he offers sustained collaborative interruptions during the Prime Minister's three-hour monologue. As Odili recalls, some of Chief Nanga's interruptions were "so loud and clear that [they] appeared later under his own name" in the newspaper and "If anyone had cared enough to sum up Mr. Nanga's interruptions they would have made a good hour's continuous yelp" (Achebe 1967, 5) . Interruptions reorder the flow of information and the constitution of a narrative. They can be collaborative or disruptive, they can indicate the status between partners in dialogue, or indicate the impossibility of collaborative accounts of an event or a situation. Unlike interruptions, omissions in conversation are less ambiguous in the power dynamics they reflect. Primarily, they displace voices from public dialogues to domestic or private venues of utterance. The complex interplay of omission and interruption shapes the overall scheme of contestations in the novel. Reading utterances, omissions and interruptions together reveals how Achebe's characters cumulatively emerge as subjects in process as they inhabit multiple contradictory positions.
Novels in which interruption is mobilized as a device usually feature one significant scene in which the explicit self-referential naming of interruption alerts the implied reader to the importance of conversational participation as indicators of fluctuating character subject positions. After an initial breakdown in their sponsorship relation, Chief Nanga suddenly procures for Odili a scholarship for graduate studies in England. As Odili's father thanks Chief Nanga for his generosity, the latter interrupts to clarify the function of political sponsorship: "'Don't say I am interrupting you, sir," said Chief Nanga. "I don't want Odili to misunderstand me'" (Achebe 1967, 119) . Turning to Odili, Chief Nanga delivers a veiled threat: the scholarship is meant not as an act of kindness, but as a payoff that Odili would do well to accept. The interruption changes the order of discourse from a verbal exchange to overt hostilities or violence.
The transfer from verbal interruption to violence occurs in Chief Nanga's second political event, which is set in counterpoint to the very first political event. While in that first event, as we have seen, Chief Nanga omits Edna and introduces Odili, in his second political event he illustrates the relationship between narrative omission and inclusion as orders in social hierarchies. He introduces Edna as "a girl on whose head I had put the full bride-price and many other expenses" and reduces Odili to "the boy who wants to take my seat" (Achebe 1967, 140-41) .
"Odili the great! So you have come to seek me out again. You are brave; or have you come to seek Edna, eh? That's it. Come to the microphone and tell my people why you came; they are listening . . ." He thrust the microphone into my face.
"I came to tell your people that you are a liar and . . ."
[Nanga] pulled the microphone smartly away, set it down, walked up to me and slapped my face. Immediately hands seized my arms, but I am happy that he got one fairly good kick from me. He slapped me again and again. Edna rushed forward crying and tried to get between us but he pushed her aside so violently that she landed on her buttocks on the wooden platform. (Achebe 1967, 141, emphasis added) This interruption renders in literal terms Odili's problematic relationship to repressed elements of his narration: the participation of women in the political sphere. Because women are always already omitted from public discourse or are only allowed entry under restrictive forms of representation, Edna's intervention, qua interruption, and her violent expulsion re-constellates her omission during the first political event as a form of violence. The transfer from interruptions to violence marks a different order of communication in which women's actions cannot be discounted. Edna's intervention in Chief Nanga's violence clearly subverts Odili's extensive misrepresentation of her as a damsel in distress. She seems capable of acting for herself, but she is subdued by overt violence. It also reveals how the omission constitutes a metonymic representation of the discursive forms of epistemic violence done to women by the silences imposed upon them. This point about women's restricted participation in male-dominated conversations becomes clearer if Edna's failed intervention is compared to Mama's intervention. During a heated dispute between Odili and his father, his father's first wife, simply called "Mama" and thus rendered the symbolic mother figure, stops the escalating fight: "Had Mama not intervened he probably would have pronounced a curse on me. [ . . . ] Mama persuaded me to sue for peace by going down on my knees to ask forgiveness and making a peace offering" (Achebe 1967, 31) . Women, then, may intervenebut not interrupt-as symbolic maternal figures and peacemakers. Women's interventions in disputes secure peaceful transitions to brokered subordinations between men.
CONVERSATION AND FORMATIONS OF WOMAN
Women's conversational disclosures also contest the silences imposed upon women's experiences. Such contestations of dominant social representations address the constructions of women's sexuality, their educational and professional opportunities, as well as fundamental facts such as maternal mortality (Achebe 1967, 28) . The diversity of these subordinations and constructions necessitates situated responses and contestations. The prevalence of sexual encounters initiated by women addresses, we could say, the silence surrounding women's control of their sexuality. Women such as Eunice, the economist, and Mrs. Akilo, the lawyer, differ from Edna and Mrs. Nanga precisely because the former do not have their education curtailed by marriage. The latter women recount how their schooling is modified to fit marriage plans or facilitated as part of marriage grooming. This narrative of lives redirected into marriage characterizes Edna, Mrs. Nanga and the youngest wife to Odili's father.
Whereas Odili portrays Mrs. Nanga as a simple woman who eschews English for the vernacular, she becomes a complex character in her own conversational disclosures: "I passed the entrance to a secondary school," she said wistfully, "but Eddy's father and his people kept at me to marry him, marry him, and then my parents joined in; they said what did a girl want with so much education? So I foolishly agreed. I wasn't old enough to refuse." (Achebe 1967, 89) Whatever the potentially imminent rivalries between them, Mrs. Nanga and Edna demonstrate in their disclosures the historical continuities in the interruptions of women's education. Certainly, young men such as Odili's houseboy can also have their education interrupted due to poverty, but only young women are redirected into marriage.
The termination of their informal education does not make women passive victims; they understand the prevalent cultures of heroic representation and the materiality of power that upholds it. Depending on their situations, women mock such cultures or exploit them. Financially secure characters such as Mrs. Nanga or Jean criticize the system; others, like Edna, exploit the system. Throughout the novel, Edna manipulates Odili and the men around her by playing the helpless damsel, the offended woman, and the ardent lover in turns. Edna's movements between deployments and refutations of female vulnerability appear in several scenes. One scene occurs when Odili warns her against a polygamous marriage:
"That is the way of women," she said resignedly. "Rubbish! An educated girl like you saying a thing like that! Are you a Moslem or something?" She got up from her seat and went back to the window. "He paid for me to go to the College," she said. "So what?" I said brusquely and immediately regretted it. I got up and went to the window and put an arm round her waist. Had my arm been a piece of hot iron she couldn't have reacted more smartly. She swung around and pushed me away in one alarmed movement. We stood thus-maybe four feet apart-looking at each other. Then her eyes fell; she turned again and went back to her window-ledge. (Achebe 1967, 99-100, emphasis added) The self-referential dialogue and postures flag the mutual awareness and manipulation of the mimetic cultures of femininity and masculinity in this passage: Odili realizes his failed performance as soon as he dismisses Chief Nanga's financial contributions. The response expected is not a negation of Chief Nanga's critical support but a declaration of matching financial support. The mutual return of the gaze, before the dramatic lowering on the part of Edna, signals a coeval status that Odili disavows. Edna manipulates those performance codes as she first sanctions, then charms him, and, finally, soothes his ego "with a round-eyed, surprised innocence that could have melted a heart of stone" (Achebe 1967, 100) . Such performances indicate how women, as subjects within systemic subjugations, contest those limitations by manipulating codes of gender performance as much as possible.
Odili's naive encounters allow Achebe to rehearse the repertoires through which women and their acts are misrepresented. The production of women as girls anchors Odili's reductive representational scheme, and its subtle revision at the end of the novel indicates one transformation in the domestic encounter between Edna and Odili. When, at the end of the novel, Odili calls Edna a "little girl," she scoffs: "But who is a little girl?" (Achebe 1967, 147) . Odili withholds a verbal response to her question but acknowledges it by shifting from girl to woman in a proverb:
I smiled and squeezed her hand, then pursued my own thoughts aloud.
"The inquisitive eye will only blind its own sight," I pronounced. "A man who insists on peeping into his neighbour's bedroom knowing a woman to be there is only punishing himself."
It was then Edna's turn to squeeze my good hand. (Achebe 1967, 147) Odili's refusal to speak to the question, his turn to the proverb and the mutual recourse to non-verbal communication through the hand squeeze, disclose the functions of silence and non-verbal communication within codes of disclosure and censorship. Odili's silence withholds a formal recognition of Edna's contestation within the dialogue, but the non-verbal gesture indicates a communication alongside dominant systems of disclosure.
WOMEN'S POLITICAL VENTRILOQUISM
Tracking the representation of Eunice reveals the relationships between the obstructions of women's direct participation in political culture and the appropriations of their bodies and actions for projects of political representation. As a graduate of the London School of Economics, Eunice belongs within the class of professional women who intimidate Odili. Hence, he diminishes her precisely by sexualizing her or by reducing her to Max's companion. When the former gives a speech, Odili assesses "Eunice's beautiful profile": "She sat at the edge of her chair, wringing her clasped hands like a nervous schoolgirl. Her lips seemed to be forming the same words that he was uttering" (Achebe 1967, 128) . Such comments must be read ironically as Odili unwittingly reveals his distortions. Eunice effectively writes the speech Max recites and, therefore, their relationship may be regarded as one of female political ventriloquism. Since women are only permitted representations as "Woman" and their voices are silenced in political circuits, Eunice's ventriloquism circumvents those circuits to interject her voice into the political process. That interjection occurs through the introduction of the socialist politics into the novel. 5 Although Odili cannot admit it, Max's speech to the crowd fails not only because he does not write it, but also because he does not possess the political know-how that marks Eunice's earnest elaborations of socialism (Achebe 1967, 79 ). Eunice's disruptive verbal and non-verbal interruptions clarify her function in Achebe's taxonomy of female characters. First, Eunice's interruption, during the first launch of the socialist party, marks the only occasion on which a woman interrupts a man. The only other disclosure that comes close to an outright interruption takes place in the village during the second launch of the party when an "elderly woman smoking a short clay pipe" tells the riotous men to let Max speak (126). The allusion to that woman's elderly status reinforces the singularity of Eunice's interruption. Since she is not an elderly woman, she cannot assume the motherly status that permits women to intervene. Eunice's remarkable interruption is in effect a direct confrontation when she insists on rectifying Odili's misinformed assumptions: [Odili] was interrupted by many voices at once. But the rest gave way to Max.
"That is not entirely accurate, Odili. What you see here is only the vanguard, the planning stage. Once we are ready we shall draw in the worker, the farmer, the blacksmith, the carpenter . . ." "And the unemployed, of course," said the young lady with the confidence of a beautiful woman who has brains as well, which I find intimidating. "And I' d like to take our friend up on a purely historical point. The great revolutions of history were started by intellectuals, not the common people. Karl Marx was not a common man; he wasn't even a Russian." (Achebe 1967, 79-80, emphasis added) The staggered pattern of interruptions reveals a hierarchy of political participants. The listeners interrupt Odili, but yield to Max, who, in turn, is interrupted by Eunice, whose defense of Marx and socialism outstrips anything Max could offer.
These tussles over political and symbolic cultures of representation are dramatically transposed into a different order of communication by Eunice's second interruption. Her assassination of a cabinet minister, Chief Koko, whose thugs murder her fiancé, Max, plunges the country into a political crisis that eventually precipitates a coup. In response to the crisis and the coup, which terminates the simulation of democratic political representation, different political actors deploy a representative "Woman" and hero. The Prime Minister nominates "Koko's widow to the Senate and from there made her Minister for Women's Affairs, intending to quiet the powerful guild of Bori market women who had become restive" (Achebe 1967, 144) . The military government orders Eunice's release but declares the assassinated Max a revolutionary hero. This recurrent manipulation of women's representation operates above and beyond Odili's inept maneuvers. Odili, we may say, mimics larger discursive practices through which political cultures insert women into dominant representational schemes. He reveals his misrepresentation when pronouncing on the spaces assigned to Max and Eunice in the national imaginary. The military government's "most touching gesture," he writes, is "to release Eunice from jail and pronounce Max a Hero of the Revolution" (148).
Even after his negotiated truce with Edna, Odili joins in the ensuing hagiography and the propagation of patriarchal heroism around Max and the effacement of Eunice's act. Nevertheless, Odili's narration contains enough ironic negation to read his account against its grain. When he reports that Eunice shows "no interest in anything-including whether she stayed in jail or out of it," he advertises her refusal to endorse the hegemonic constructions of Max as a hero and herself as an equivalent to Chief Koko's widow (Achebe 1967, 148) . In other words, Eunice refuses to be used by the military as another symbolic woman while her action is effaced.
It is precisely the movement of women into conjunctures of power at such emotional thresholds that reveals the selective uptake of a recalibrated female heroic agency. Women cannot do the cultural work of cementing allegiance to the new nation state, but are called upon to perform placatory sentimental labor in moments of crisis. This use of women for emotional labor on the national stage, one that characterizes the conversion of Esther Johnson into a nationalist icon in Nigerian politics, appears in Achebe's novel in the sudden selection of a politician's widow as a cabinet minister during political crisis.
Discrepancies between Eunice's actions and their blatant misrepresentations in Odili's narration compel the implied reader to independent appraisals of Eunice's non-verbal communication. The larger semiotic struggle over the representation of women's political action appears most significantly through secondhand narration, which functions as a mirror site for gendered constraints in representation:
She stood like a stone figure, I was told, for some minutes more. Then she opened her bag as if to take out a handkerchief, took out a pistol instead and fired two bullets into Chief Koko's chest. Only then did she fall down on Max's body and begin to weep like a woman; and then the policemen seized her and dragged her away. A very strange girl, people said. (Achebe 1967, 143-44) The words as if highlight the multiplicity of codes through which woman is performed. Since Odili has been beaten unconscious at the political rally, he does not report as a witness. Rather, he communicates the values of larger systemic codes that construct women as girls, and in which he partakes.
In the sense that Achebe seeks a narrative form that would carry the contradictory positions characterizing women's subordinations, Odili's unreliable narration constitutes an artifice that prevents a consolidated narrative of women, but reflects the myriad situations of women and relationships between them. To conclude this reading, I want to return to Gikandi's assertion that Odili's narrative "is built upon censorship rather than elaboration" and that his "determinate conclusions must always remain suspect" to ask: what is suspect about Odili's conclusions and what does a suspicious reading of Odili's conclusion imply? Odili ends his narration with what, ostensibly, could be read as a eulogy to Max's heroic status:
Max was avenged not by the people's collective will but by one solitary woman who loved him. Had his spirit waited for the people to demand redress it would have been waiting still, in the rain and out in the sun. But he was lucky. And I don't mean it to shock or to sound clever. For I do honestly believe that in the [ . . . ] regime just ended you died a good death if your life had inspired someone to come forward and shoot your murderer in the chest-without asking to be paid. (Achebe 1967, 149-50, emphasis added) Odili strips Eunice's actions of any political import and represents them in purely sentimental terms of love. His shift to the second-person pronoun diversifies how we may read his unreliable narration by extending a contract of complicity to the implied reader. Far from being a hero, Max acts during the second half of the novel like any other corrupt politician. Indeed, he dies because he accepts a bribe but refuses to fulfil the bargain. The collective second-person pronoun address formulates a composite I-you addressee that implicates the reader in Odili's dismissal of Eunice's action and the novel's anti-feminist culture of heroism. Specifically, Odili omits Eunice's name: she alone avenges a death and stays prepared to pay the consequences. Worse, Odili elevates Max to a hero status while simultaneously diminishing Eunice's act: she punishes the man who thwarts her agitations for political regeneration. Because he expunges Eunice from the record, her action appears agentless. These deployments of the slain Max and Chief Koko's widow replicate the sexist, inequitable circulation of women and men in mid-century political culture in which figures such as Esther Johnson and FRK circulated. Above all, the discriminatory circulations in this novel rehearse scripts for a gendered pattern of omission and inclusion in political and aesthetic representation.
CONCLUSIONS: OMISSIONS, WOMEN, AND THE MID-CENTURY
Reading this novel's preoccupation with the constrained entry of women into political leadership suggests A Man of the People needs to be repositioned within Achebe criticism. Critics have rightly read the novel as a satire of political culture. What they have missed, however, is how that satire is directed at men's inability to engage with women's participation in political life. That inability to imagine women in political life construes politics as the aspirations of men. Reading the novel with attention to systemic connections between interruptions, disruptive narrative methods, and political contestations, as is the case in this essay, emphasizes the centrality of women's claims in this novel. Women's assertions explore the obstructions to a collective coalition. The disruptive strategies that impede reader comprehension and garble the plot simulate a male writer's misogynistic constructions of women in a period of unsettled political cultures. While such constructions occur mostly on the stage of national and nationalist politics, they also materialize within spheres of everyday life. What I have done, so far, is to read at both the macro-level of the frame story of the witness-narrator and the micro-level of multiple fragmented narratives of women pursuing different goals.
The divergent models of the sexualized woman and the silenced political woman activist that circulated in the mid-century contextualize the evident preoccupation, in Achebe's novel, with diversified models of women and the contest between internationally circulating and locally produced ideologies and commodities. My argument is not that the novel depicts these historical incidents, but that these historical cases manifest the semiotic codes through which actors represent women in national politics; writers such as Achebe explore these codes in novelistic discourse. Especially as they reveal symbolic and political codes of representation, the struggles of Esther Johnson and FRK shed light on the textual maneuvers around the characters of Elsie and Eunice in Achebe's novel. Eunice's erasure tracks the difficulties of female heroic figures in national politics. As stated earlier, female heroic figures are interpreted as threats. The actions of the military junta and Odili, the narrator, replicate this cultural transaction. In focusing on this anxiety around the political and aesthetic representation of women, Achebe offers a novel rehearsing the very codes that enforce women's socially defined roles. This novel, and not Anthills of the Savannah as is commonly assumed, provides Achebe's sustained attention to the representation of women in African fiction.
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NOTES
1 Critics of African literature have noted the ways in which male writers cast women according to such needs. These critiques can be summarized briefly: anti-colonial nationalisms fashioned images of women according to the perceived dictates of anti-colonial struggles. Male writers deploy women metaphorically to symbolize the nation while suppressing the material nature of women's subordination. When women are used to
